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Erotic electro-stimulation is a popular way for men and women to enjoy better sex both 
solo and with a partner. Unlike vibrating and rotating sex toys, electro sex toys directly 
stimulate the nerve endings in the erogenous zones, creating sensual tingles and deep 
contractions that can even cause some people to have a hands-free orgasm!  
The ElectraStim range of stimulators and sex toys have been designed with every kind 
of lover in mind. From dildos and prostate stimulators to electro spanking paddles 
and pinwheels, our range of erotic products caters for beginners, sex toy fans and 
experienced BDSM players alike. Discover a new way of satisfying yourself and your 
partner with the throbbing, orgasmic thrill of ElectraStim sex toys.

What is ElectraStim?

NEW

KIX
ELECTRASTIM KIX SINGLE CHANNEL STIMULATOR

To celebrate the 20th year of the ElectraStim brand, we’ve 
gone back to the beginning of the electro-journey with KIX. 

Designed especially for beginner’s, KIX is an introductory 
stimulator with enough power and modes to show off  the 
variety of electro-stimulation while keeping the operation 

simple for the user.

Rather than using traditional numerical intensity levels, 
KIX displays intensity using a colour spectrum LED where 

cooler colours are lower intensities and warmer colours are 
higher intensities. 

By doing this, the focus is placed on the feel of the 
stimulation rather than a number that often doesn’t mean 

anything to a beginner. 

EM40
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Seamless colour transition between intensities

Starting with blue gentler levels and progressing through the colour 
spectrum to deep reds and purples which represent the higher levels of 
stimulation; KIX transitions seamlessly from its lowest to its highest intensity. 

By encouraging beginner’s to select their favourite colour based on the 
sensation rather than a numerical output, KIX lets the user play at their own 
speed without the surprise or anticipation of ‘jumping’ up an intensity step.  

Touchpad Intensity Control

Simple touchpad intensity controls respond to single taps or can be held to 
sweep through intensities or frequencies with ease. KIX climbs to maximum 
intensity in around 40 seconds, ensuring that you are always in control.  

Pre-Programmed Patterns

5 single-output wave/pulse patterns. The frequency choice from ‘Sweep n 
Keep’ mode will also carry over to these in-built patterns for an enormous 
choice of sensations.  

Compact

KIX is incredibly compact and light making it perfect for discreet play or 
throwing in an overnight bag. As with all ElectraStim stimulators, KIX is 
fi nished to the highest standards and comes with a manufacturer’s warranty.

Rechargeable

Eco-conscious rechargeable lithium-ion battery (USB micro). Approximately 
3 hours of continuous play at medium intensities (higher intensities will of 
course drain the battery faster) 

‘Sweep n Keep’ Frequency Select Mode

In a new mode exclusive to KIX, users can also control the frequency of the 
stimulation as well as the intensity for a truly enormous range of possible 
sensations. 

The frequency of the current ‘Sweep’ changes the ‘smoothness’ of the 
stimulation; higher frequencies feel smoother and more tickly while lower 
frequencies are more rumbly and akin to vibrations. 

EM40 Contents

• KIX Stimulator
• 2 x Conductive Pads
• Stimulator output cable (2mm)
• USB charging cable (USB micro)
• Microfi bre storage bag
• Multi-language instructions 
• Warranty card

KIX
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ELECTRASTIM FLICK – THE NEXT GENERATION

Flick

The stimulation mode or pattern can be 
changed by pressing the Mode button.  Each 
press will step through the seven stimulation 
modes and the yellow light will glow in 
sympathy with the stimulating output.

ELECTRASTIM FLICK – 
SINGLE-CHANNEL 
STIMULATOR- 

Key Features

Revolutionary “Flick” feature

7 built-in stimulation patterns

24 Intensity level LED display

5-level Flick display - 50 Flick levels

USB rechargeable - no batteries required

Slim, ergonomic design with soft-touch fi nish

Durable control panel with tactile control buttons

Flick level 
display

Intensity 
controls

Status LED

Intensity display 
24 levels

On/Off 

Pattern select

Charge status

USB charge socket

Output socket

A revolution in electro sex technology, ElectraStim Flick has seven built-in pattern settings and the ability to 
stimulate in rhythm with your movements. Whether you want to create your own pattern or stimulate in direct 
sympathy with your wrist actions during masturbation, the innovative Flick feature will be like nothing you have 
tried before.

Flick can be slow or fast, soft or hard - it will mimic the sensation that suits your (or your partner’s) desires. The 
ElectraStim Flick is available in single channel and dual channel formats, giving you even more options for play.

The new generation ElectraStim Flick is also the fi rst product of its kind to incorporate a USB rechargeable 
system, allowing Flick unit to be operated for up to 4 hours between charges. Also available as a Multi-Pack.

Flick Stimulator - EM60-E - Contents:

ElectraStim ‘Flick’ Single Channel Stimulator

4 x Square Self Adhesive conductive pads

Stimulator output cable (2mm)

USB charging cable (USB mini) plug adapter not included

Protective pouch

Instructions

Also available in a multi-pack-  EM60-M- which contains the 
above, plus:

Cock/Scrotal adjustable stimulation loops  + conductive gel

Silicone Noir ‘Aura’ Vaginal/Anal Probe + water based lubricant

 ElectraStim Flick Stimulation Patterns  

Flick - Stimulation in sympathy 
with the handsets “Flicking” 
movements

Continuous - Smooth stimulation 
to get the feel of things 

Wave - Slow and gentle wave/
massage eff ect 

Escalating Wave - Starting with a 
slow wave and steadily speeding 
up to a fast wave before slowing 
down again

Slow Pulse - A low frequency 
bursting pattern 

Dual Pulse - Medium burst rate 
followed by a fast rate...

Falling Rest - Pulsing pattern with 
an ever decreasing rest period until 
the stimulation is constant, then 
repeating 

Escalating Pulse - Starting with a 
slow pulse and steadily speeding 
up to a fast pulse before slowing 
down again
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ElectraStim Flick Duo Stimulation Patterns  
1 Continuous – Smooth stimulation to get the 
feel of things
2  Alternating Wave – Slow and gentle wave/

massage eff ect 
sweeping between the two outputs

3  Escalating Simultaneous Wave – Starting with 
a slow 
wave and steadily speeding up to a fast wave 
before 
slowing down again

4 Alternating Pulse – A low frequency bursting
   pattern
5  Escalating Simultaneous Pulse – Starting with 

a slow 
pulse and steadily speeding up to a fast pulse 
before 
slowing down again

6  Simultaneous Falling Rest – Pulsing pattern 
with an ever decreasing rest period until the 
stimulation is constant, 
then repeating

7  Alternating Dual Pulse – Medium rate pulse 
to each 
output followed by a high rate sequence

8  Rapid Fire Escalate – Firing an increasing 
number of pulses to each channel then 
restarting again

Flick Modes
1  Flick Output 1 – Output 1 responds to the Flick 

feature, output 2 is constant
2  Flick Output 2 - Output 2 responds to the Flick 

feature, output 1 is constant
3  Flick Output 1&2 - Both outputs respond to the 

Flick feature
4  Flick to Switch – The Flicking motion alternates 

the outputs

ELECTRASTIM FLICK 
DUO – DUAL-CHANNEL 
STIMULATOR

Key Features

Independent dual output intensity control

“Flick” feature on both stimulation outputs

8 built-in stimulation patterns

25 Intensity levels with 7-segment LED displays

5-level Flick display - 50 Flick levels

USB rechargeable - No batteries required

Slim, ergonomic design with soft-touch fi nish

Durable control panel with tactile 

control buttons.

Flick Duo

Output 1 
intensity 
display

Flick level 
display

Output 1 
intensity 
controls

Output 2 
intensity 
controls

Status LEDs

Mode button

Output 2 
intensity 

display

On/Off 

Mode LEDs

Program display

Charge status

USB charge socket

Output socket 1
Output socket 2

Flick Stimulator- EM80-E-  Contents:

ElectraStim ‘Flick Duo’ Single Channel Stimulator

4 x Square Self Adhesive conductive pads

Stimulator output cable x 2 (2mm)

USB charging cable (USB mini) plug adapter not included

Protective pouch

Instructions

Also available in a multi-pack- EM80-M- which contains the 
above, plus:

Cock/Scrotal adjustable stimulation loops  + conductive gel

Silicone Noir ‘Aura’ Vaginal/Anal Probe + water based lubricant

INCLUDED WITH FLICK AND 
FLICK DUO MULTI-PACKS:

EM2115-  Conductive Gel

EM2151- Cock/Scrotal Loops

EM3100- ‘Aura’ Silicone Probe

Water based lubricant sachet
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Flux
ElectraStim Flux

Key Features:

• Dual isolated outputs
• High Power- 99 Intensity levels
• 20+ Pre-Programmed Patterns
• 6 Play Modes
• Black and White OLED graphic 
display
• Motion control modes (Flick & Tilt)
• Sound control modes (Microphone 
& Stereo Line-In)
• Rechargeable lithium-ion battery 
(0-80% charge in under an hour)
• User Updatable

EM180

Flux - Hard Play for Hard Players
Designed for intense play or edging for improved stamina control, ElectraStim Flux 
multi-function stimulator has 99 intensity levels, over 20 pre-programmed patterns, 6 
play modes and multiple confi guration options to let you play your way. Flux delivers 
uncompromising high-end features and unrivalled functionality; the perfect upgrade 
from a single channel or introductory stimulator.
Simple operation combined with a high speed micro processor and high contrast OLED 
display means you stay in constant control of Flux’s responsive play modes.
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ElectraStim Flux

What’s Included?

Cardboard retail packaging

Flux branded zip carry case

Flux Electro Stimulator

Belt clip

2 ElectraStim 2mm accessory cables

USB charging cable

Stereo line-in cable

4 conductive pads

Quick Start Guide

Warranty card

Programming pin

ElectraStim stimulators deliver 100% of the performance, 100% of the time.

All ElectraStim stimulators released in recent years contain a Lithium-Ion battery that is easily recharged with the 
supplied USB cable. Flux is no diff erent and also has a battery fuel gauge which constantly monitors your use for an 
accurate idea of how much power you have left at your current stimulation level.  Flux can provide up to 8 hours of play 
from a single charge depending on the power intensity you use and what mode you’re in. The good news is that Flux 
charges to 80% in under an hour. 

As with AXIS, Flux also features regulated outputs that deliver the same intensity levels regardless of battery level. Each 
level will feel the same, every single time, no matter whether you have 9% or 90% battery remaining. 

Zero Override Mode

By default, our stimulators reduce the intensity to 0 each time you change mode as a ‘comfort feature’ to allow users 
to experience diff erent modes at a more careful pace. However, Flux features a new confi guration option where more 
experienced users can override this system for uninterrupted play at your chosen intensity- even if you decide to 
change modes.

Updatable

Flux can be updated by the user if we introduce fi rmware improvements. All you’ll need to do is plug it into a PC/Laptop 
or a Mac using the included USB cable and follow the instructions provided at www.electrastim.com/fl ux to quickly 
and easily ensure you have the most up-to-date version of Flux.
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ElectraStim Axis
ElectraStim Axis

7

The ElectraStim Axis is the most advanced stimulator in our range and arguably 
the most versatile electro sex stimulator in the world. Revolutionising the way users 
incorporate electro into their erotic play, AXIS has ElectraStim’s custom tactile soft-
press buttons, but can also be controlled using motion, gestures, proximity and sound.
These ground-breaking control methods expand the potential for creative and fun 
electro stimulation in a wide variety of scenarios. The revolutionary technology inside 
AXIS is a world fi rst for the electro sex category and nothing quite like it has been 
attempted in the wider sex toy industry. 
With user-updatable fi rmware and a wide variety of features that will be enhanced with 
each update, AXIS is designed to remain at the cutting edge of electro sex technology 
for years to come. 

• Bright and crisp blue OLED screen that 
displays modes, menus, battery meter 
and shows a live visual representation 
of the stimulation passing through each 
output.

• Dual output – powers 2 bipolar or 4 
unipolar toys simultaneously 

• 20+* pre-programmed wave and pulse 
patterns 

• 99* Intensity Levels (same output 
power as SensaVox) 

• Three-axis accelerometer for motion 
control (Flick and Tilt)

• Proximity sensor for contactless play

• Gesture sensor for hands-free
intensity control 

• Stereo line-in audio control

• Built-in stereo microphone control 

• High capacity lithium-ion battery- 
rechargeable via USB. 80% charge in 
under an hour. Up to 8 hours play-time 
depending on intensity/use. Battery 
gauge will monitor during use to give 
accurate idea of power remaining. 

• User updatable via USB. New patterns, 
modes and features will be introduced 
with fi rmware updates. 

EM200
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ElectraStim Axis

What’s Included?

Cardboard retail packaging

Axis branded zip carry case

Axis Electro Stimulator

Belt clip

2 ElectraStim 2mm accessory cables

USB charging cable

Stereo line-in cable

4 conductive pads

Quick Start Guide

Warranty card

Programming pin

Eco Friendly- 100% Performance, 100% Of The Time

AXIS features an environmentally conscious Lithium-Ion battery that is easily recharged with the supplied USB cable. A 
battery fuel gauge constantly monitors your use of AXIS for an accurate idea of how much power you have left at your current 
stimulation level. AXIS can provide up to 8 hours of play from a single charge and will recharge to 80% in under an hour. 
AXIS’s fully regulated outputs deliver the same intensity levels every time, no matter what battery level you’re at- a feature that 
many competing electro stimulators lack.

Confi guration Options

Activating ‘Nerd Mode’ enables additional on-screen technical information and selected pattern parameters in microseconds 
and Hertz.

Updatable

Axis will be periodically updated with new features and performance improvements. All you’ll need to do is plug it into a PC/
Laptop or Mac using the included USB cable and follow the instructions provided at 

www.electrastim.com/axis to quickly and easily ensure you have the most up-to-date version of AXIS.

Accessible

Not only are the Gesture and Proximity based modes within AXIS a lot of fun to experiment with, they have also been 
developed with accessibility in mind. Users with reduced dexterity who may fi nd traditional button or dial controls awkward 
will be able to control AXIS hands-free in the heat of the moment. 

*correct as of June 2021. Subject to change with fi rmware updates

20TH ANNIVERSARY LIMITED EDITION 
HANDSET DESIGN:

EM200-C EM200-B EM200-S

RED BOACARBON 
FIBRE

BRUSHED 
STEEL
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Remote Control Stimulation

The ElectraStim EM48-E “Controller” is the perfect stimulator for playful couples and 
Dom/sub games. With a range of up to 60m (200ft), you can tease, please or torment 
your lover from a distance using the discreet remote control. Whether you like to keep 
your play in the bedroom or you want to experiment in public, you’ll love this salacious 
stimulator.

ElectraStim Controller

Features & Benefi ts

Control your partner’s 
pleasure remotely

Perfect for Dom/sub play

Long-range operation - up to 
60 metres (200 feet)

User-friendly Transmitter 
and Receiver units

Multiple operating modes

Microprocessor controlled

7 Stimulation modes

18 Stimulation intensity 
levels

Boost feature – Increases 
power temporarily by 25%

Trigger/Zap Mode

Multi-directional, high-
sensitivity movement sensor

Audible Receiver 
acknowledge beeper (can 
be muted)

Ability to combine multiple 
transmitters/receivers

Leather belt pouch,

Conductive pads and 
batteries included

Q.  If I want to use the ElectraStim 
“Controller” in public, which 
accessories should I use?

A.  Any adjustable cock attachments, 
Silicone Noir Sirius and Nona and 
our Tadpole electrodes are the most 
discreet.
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Power on/off 

Ch1 
intensity
display 
00-99

Ch1 4-turn 
intensity 
control

Output LED

Program select 
down

External power 
input

Battery 
compartment 
(rear) Program display

Boost 
button 
+25%

Ch2 
intensity

display 
00-99

Ch2 4-turn 
intensity 

control

Output LED

Program select 
up

Program Modify control

Mic input 
socket

Line input 
socket

Ch1 output socket Ch2 output socket

Still one of our best-selling items, EM140 The ElectraStim SensaVox was developed 
especially for the electro-stimulation connoisseur and those with a taste for an industrial 
aesthetic. Boasting a range of features and intense battery or mains power, SensaVox 
launched in 2006 to high praise from consumers and retailers. 

ElectraStim SensaVox

Features & Benefi ts

2 Independent Isolated output channels - This means you can use a quadri-polar or two bi-polar accessories at the same time 

High-Intensity output power – Power up directly from the mains or use a battery

SensaVox Mono Audio Input Feature - Mini external microphone supplied 

Voice-Controlled Stimulation and sound eff ects from included CD-ROM

9 Built-in modifi able programs - A wide range of programs for single and dual-channel operation. 

Full digital-control Interface

LED displays – Output Intensity is clearly displayed from 0 to 99 on each channel

‘Multi-Turn’ digital Intensity control knobs – Four full rotations are required to get to level 99, but we doubt you will get all the 
way!

Boost Feature – The intensity of both outputs is boosted by 25% at the push of a button

Economy power-saving mode – Battery preservation features for prolonged play

ElectraStim Sensavox

 The ElectraStim EM140 Dual-
Channel Digital Stimulator

 Worldwide mains 
power adapter 

Stimulator connecting cables (x2) 

Microphone 

Audio line-in cable 
3.5mm jack coupling 

Audio eff ects CD-ROM 

Premium alkaline battery

Comprehensive instructions

Sturdy storage/carry case 

For use with all ElectraStim
accessories

Kit Supplied
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Viper is a bipolar electro sex cock 
shield designed to be worn either during 
masturbation or sex with a partner. Made 
from the signature black and red silicone of 
the Silicone Fusion range,

Viper’s unique design hugs the curve of 
your pelvis for a snug and comfortable fi t 
around your penis. Flexible arms allow for 
Viper to expand up to a 60mm diameter 
which will accommodate most penis sizes 
with ease.

Silicone Fusion
Silicone Fusion

Fusing the unmistakable sensations of electro sex with the luxurious feel of silicone; our 
Silicone Fusion range not only blends stimulation but also introduces a spicy shade of 
red to a brand new range of accessories.
Ideal for all users, the Silicone Fusion range puts our unique twist on some familiar 
designs while updating and upgrading them for use with our electro stimulators 
(sold separately). Inspired by feedback from our customers, we’ve blended form and 
functionality to create toys that are suitable for men, women and couples; both solo and 
together.

More designs are already in development and will be added to future issues of this catalogue.

EM3131 - ‘INFINITY’ ELECTRO PINWHEEL

EM3130 - ‘VIPER’ ELECTRO COCK SHIELD

A fi rst for the electro category, Infi nity
is inspired by the classic Warternberg 
pinwheel but with a twist. The smooth 
and slightly fl exible silicone lends a softer 
appearance to the toy while the feel-it-
to-believe-it performance of the electro 
stimulation ensures the intense sensations 
you’d expect. 

Perfect for couples looking to try 
something diff erent; Infi nity is a fantastic 
‘gateway’ to electro play that really helps to 
communicate the unique sensations to new 
audiences.

78mm x 76mm  (orifi ce 30mm, expandable to 60mm)

120mm x 58mm 
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Silicone Fusion

EM3132 - ‘KOMODO’ ELECTRO DILDO

EM3133 - ‘HABANERO’ ELECTRO PROSTATE MASSAGER

Inspired by the best-selling success of 
the ElectraStim Sirius Prostate Massager, 
Habanero takes all the best bits of its little 
brother but is girthier and heavier for more 
stability.

Habanero features a ‘rocker base’ and ‘stealth 
entry’ cable system which protects the cables 
and allows the user to literally sit and rock for 
intense internal stimulation. 

The shaft can also be bent into position for 
customised prostate precision- the ‘Shape and 
Play’ spine inside will ensure Habanero stays 
in the position you prefer for as long required.

Komodo can be used as a handheld dildo, can 
be suctioned to a fl at surface and ridden hands-
free using the bespoke cradle and even worn as 
a strap-on. 

Add to that the customisable sensations of 
electro-stimulation and you have a toy that 
not only gives you a huge amount of choice in 
your play but that is also a great introduction to 
internal e-stim. 

162mm x 113mm (circumference)         Insertable Length: 139mm

131mm x 125.6mm (circumference)         Insertable Length: 96mm
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EM3100 – AURA 

Ideal for beginners and suitable 
for both vaginal and anal use, 
the Aura multi-probe has bi-
polar contacts and is perfectly 
proportioned to massage her 
G-spot or his prostate during 
wear.

EM3100 – AURA EM3101 – NONA 

Designed especially for her, 
Nona is worn inside the vagina 
and nuzzles her G-spot with its 
curvaceous form. Sit upright or 
on all fours and rock against the 
curve for an explosive orgasmic 
experience. Bi-polar, safe for 
vaginal and anal use.

90
m

m
 x

 3
5m

m

75
m

m
 x

 2
7m

m

125mm x 38mm

95mm x 36mm
Weight 90g

EM3104 – SIRIUS 

Crafted for his pleasure, Sirius is a quadri-polar 
prostate and perineum massager with 4 contacts 
to thrill his internal and external pleasure zones in 
unison. ‘Shape and Play’ technology gives control 

over the shape and angle for tailored contact with the 
male G-spot. A dual-channel stimulator is required to 

power all 4 contacts at once.

EM3103 – LULA 

Part jiggle ball, part muscle toner; Lula 
features a free-roaming weight that 
massages her G-spot and bi-polar 
conductive contacts to help her indulge in 
delicious internal sensations..

10
0m

m
 x

 3
6m

m

EM3102 – OVID 

Smooth, seductive and satisfying, Ovid combines a 
full tip and a swollen bump in the shaft to intensify the 
pleasure experienced with every thrust. Suitable for 
both vaginal and anal use, this bi-polar dildo is perfect 
for G-spot and prostate stimulation.

Lose yourself to the pleasure of a more sensual erotic electro-stimulation experience. 
The ElectraStim Silicone Noir range of electro sex toys is made from 100% silicone 
for a softer and more squeezable texture that complements the throbbing and 
pulsating sensations of EES.

Silicone Noir
Silicone Noir
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Silicone Noir

Rockers 

The ElectraStim Rocker Butt Plug range has been designed for truly hands-free use. 
The unique curved ‘Stealth Entry’ bases feature embedded 2mm inputs that allow you to 
sit on, rock and grind against the bipolar e-stim butt plug during wear. Designed with a 
tapered shape to assist insertion and a ridged texture to enhance sensation during wear. 

12
0m

m
 x

 3
0m

m

14
0m

m
 x
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15
5m

m
 x

 5
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m

SMALL 
EM3105

MEDIUM 
EM3106

LARGE 
EM3107

Available in small, medium and large sizes.

EM3108 - EXPLORER FINGER SLEEVES

The perfect introduction to electro-sex for beginner’s, the Explorer sleeves 
are made from body-safe conductive silicone that keeps all the stimulation 
on the outside of the toy for comfortable electro-exploration. Ideal for 
clitoral stimulation (solo or with a partner) and sensual surface play in all 
areas below the waist. 

Contents: 2 x Explorer Silicone Finger Sleeves 

Multi-language instructions.

* Using a small amount of Conductive Gel on the area to be stimulated is recommended
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JACK SOCKET
Standard & XL

Included:

• Silicone outer case & 
internal components

• Non-anatomical TPE 
realistic inner sleeve

• Tube of electro-conductive 
gel included

• Multi-language instructions

• For use with ElectraStim 
Stimulator Unit (Supplied 
Separately)

• Realistic Feel with ‘Electro-
Intense Texture’

• Open ended design that 
will accommodate all penis 
lengths and is suitable for 
Personal or Couples play

• Stroke, Squeeze and 
Twist your way to Amazing 
“E-Gasms”

• 2 diff erent sleeve options 
available (sleeves also sold 
separately)

Jack Socket Standard
• The original award-winning 

Jack Socket inner sleeve

• Bumpy inner texture for an 
intense all-over massage

• Tight but fl exible canal for 
intense sensations 

• Suitable for girths between 
25mm and 40mm (1”-1.6”) 
diameter

Jack Socket XL
                          

• Designed to accommodate 
men with a larger girth - 
between 37mm and 48mm 
(1.45”-1.9”) diameter

• Fits inside the same outer 
casing as the Standard.

• New ribbed texture creates 
a subtle suction eff ect while 
you enjoy the electro-
stimulation

Jack Socket

This award-winning men’s sex toy 
combines the unmistakable sensations of 
e-stim with the pleasurable stroking action 
of a realistic male masturbator.
The ElectraStim Jack Socket is a compact, 
realistic stroker with a diff erence. It has 
a curvaceous internal texture, skin-like 
movement and a lifelike feel, but the 
similarities with other men’s sex toys 
end there.
Jack Socket is now available with the 
original ‘Standard’ inner sleeve or the ‘XL’
sleeve which boasts a ribbed texture and 
a more accommodating fi t for men with a 
larger than average penis thickness.

EM3126- XL

EM3120- STANDARD
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Cock Rings

Adjustable Cock Rings 

ELECTRALOOPS 
METALLIC 
EM2151

For intensifi ed cock 
stimulation, look no further. 
These metallic cock loops 
are adjustable up to 45mm 
in diameter.

ELECTRABANDS EM2152

ElectraBands are elasticated and adjustable 
up to 75mm diameter. The connector adapters 
can be detached for cleaning.

ELECTRALOOPS 
RUBBER EM2150

Adjustable up to 70mm 
diameter and manufactured 
from super-conductive 
rubber that will expand 
when you do. Suitable for 
cock and scrotal use.

METALLIC SCROTAL LOOP 
EM2153

For the ultimate in scrotal stimulation, this 
non-stretch metallic loop will adjust to a 
maximum diameter of 70mm.

From solid metal rings to adjustable cock loops, our range of electro rings was designed 
to cater for all sizes and preferences. Wear a single ring, loop or band alongside any 
other electrode or opt for full-length sensations when you wear two or more around your 
length.

PRESTIGE ELECTRALOOPS

• Thicker rubber for enhanced stimulation

• Machined aluminium adjustment choke anodized 
fi nish in Red, Silver or Gold. 

• Non-slip adjuster allows for a customised fi t-

• 2mm pins- compatible with all ElectraStim 
stimulators (sold separately) 

• 2 unipolar loops supplied in each pack

EM3156- RED
EM3157- SILVER
EM3158- GOLD
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Solid Metal Cock Rings
COCK RINGS EM2120

(Sizes: 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44mm diameter) Two cock rings are worn, one at the base of 
your shaft and one beneath the glans. Supplied in a pack of 5.

SCROTAL RINGS EM2140

Supplied in a pack of 3 (52, 60 and 68mm)
Multiple sizes for the best fi t. Use a single cock ring around the penis and scrotum and 
team it with any other electrode.

Always use ElectraStim Electro Conductive Gel with cock and 
scrotal attachments for enhanced sensation.

Single sizes also available:

32mm: Ref. EM2101
34mm: Ref. EM2102
46mm: Ref. EM2108
48mm: Ref. EM2109
56mm: Ref. EM2134 

Cock Rings

PRESTIGE COCK RINGS

Enjoy smoother stimulation for longer with the Prestige range of cock rings. Crafted 
from 316 stainless steel, each uni-polar ring is beautifully polished and features a 
series of holes that trap conductive gel to prolong his pleasure.
Supplied individually.
EM3150 – 34mm /1.3”
EM3151 – 38mm / 1.5”
EM3152 – 42mm / 1.7”
EM3153 – 46mm / 1.9”

DIMENSIONS (ALL COLOURS)

•  Rubber thickness: 6.5mm

•  Maximum loop diameter: 60mm

•  Metal ‘choke’ size: 

   21mm (w) x 22.5mm (h) x 14mm (thick)

20TH ANNIVERSARY LIMITED 
EDITION  CAMOUFLAGE DESIGN

To celebrate reaching our 20th anniversary, we’ve 
utilised hydro-dipping technology to add an eye-
catching camoufl age design to the solid aluminium 
adjustment chokes. 

EM3159- CAMO

21ST ANNIVERSARY 
LIMITED EDITION
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Luxury Metal

NEW EXO

ROGUE 

The fi rst of a new range of creative asymmetrical designs, the EXO ‘Rogue’ is made 
using modern die-casting techniques and can be fully disassembled for thorough 
cleaning.
Heavy-weight prostate stimulation for e-stim enthusiasts.

EM3196

Heavy-weight metal e-stim prostate massager - intense electro 
stimulation and muscle clenching! 

Curved design with bulbous head - sits fi rmly against the 
prostate during use

 Clear polycarbonate ‘skeleton’  - provides stability and a view of 
the action! 

Three part design - disassembles completely for thorough 
cleaning 

 Optional silicone ‘Focus Sleeve’  - push the electro stimulation 
further internally by insulating the thinnest part of the toy

Contents: Rogue Prostate Massager (assembled), silicone ‘Focus Sleeve’, 
drawstring storage bag.

Connector Size: 2mm bipolar connection

Material: (Massager) conductive metal with chrome-plated fi nish, transparent 
polycarbonate, magnetic assembly mechanism

(Focus Sleeve) 100% Phthalate-Free Silicone

Size: 78mm wide x 100mm tall, 30mm widest insertable diameter, 90mm insertable 
length

Weight: 260g with Focus Sleeve, 256g without
- with Focus Sleeve installed -

- Rogue disassembled for cleaning - 

E-STIM PROSTATE MASSAGER
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We take a piece of clear acrylic, bond it between two solid metal bars with aircraft-
strength adhesive and then shape and polish to a luxuriously fine finish. We then add a 
series of insulating rubber O-rings to provide a good grip and ensure the stimulation is 
focused only where you want it. The result? Simply orgasmic!

Luxury Metal

CLASSIC BUTT PLUGS

Our range of classic butt plugs feature a slender stem 
and tapered bulb for pleasurable wear and hands-free 
retention.
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Halo EM2198

CLITORAL 
STIMULATOR

The “Halo” clitoral stimulator 
is a revelation in electrode 
technology. Designed with one 
purpose in mind – to provide a 
totally new and amazing way to 
enjoy clitoral stimulation.

Intruder EM2190 Invader EM2191 Intimidator EM2192
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EXTREME BUTT PLUGS

Our Extreme 
range is intended 
for those with a 
penchant for bigger 
and better things. 
These full and 
tapered bi-polar 
anal plugs are 
specially shaped 
for easier insertion 
and hands-free 
retention.

Luxury Metal
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Luxury Dildos & Fetish Play

ELECTRAPADDLE
EM2172  

Enhance the eff ect of every spank with this bi-polar leather electro spanking paddle. Give a sharp tap to the 
buttocks with the smooth side then fl ip over to caress the sensitised area with electro-stimulation. Use with 
conductive gel.

336mm total length, 225mm paddle

From soft and sensual to deeply sadistic, our fetish play electrodes are designed to 
push your pleasure/pain boundaries one level at a time. Use them alongside an intimate 
electrode or combine any two to test your kinky limits.

Fetish Play

WAVE 
EM2193

ROCKET 
EM2194

If you demand the very fi nest 
craftsmanship and only the 
most satisfying stimulation, 
you’ll love our luxury dildos. 

Crafted from highly-polished 
metal with a cool, hard 
texture for a climactic internal 
massage.

Luxury Dildos

Electro Sex Tips – 
Using Bi-Polar Electrodes 
Bi-polar electro sex toys are generally 
used independently but they can be 
used as uni-polar electrodes too. 
Instead of connecting both pins on your 
connecting cable to the electrode, just 
connect one. 
You can then connect the second pin 
to another electrode to stimulate two 
diff erent areas at once or even share the 
circuit with your partner.
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ELECTRASTIM BIPOLAR 
ELECTRACLAMP 
EM3170 

Replacing the old metal bipolar clamp, this updated ABS 
plastic design is lightweight and has silicone conductive pads 
that hold more eff ectively onto the skin. Clip it to her clit, his 
shaft or balls. The grip is fi rm but soft, keeping the clamp in 
place without discomfort.

SINGLE PINWHEEL EM2180 

Tease your lover’s body to attention with this uni-polar electro 
Wartenberg wheel. Teasing tingles awaken the nerve endings to 
enhance every kiss, touch and caress.

All ElectraStim electrodes have 2mm connection sockets. You can use our electro sex toys with stimulator brands 
by purchasing one of our adapter kits.

DOUBLE PINWHEEL EM2181 

Double up on sensation with our bi-polar pinwheel. It off ers twice 
the sensation as our single wheel and because it has dual inputs, 
it doesn’t need to be used alongside a second electrode.

URETHRAL SOUNDS

A mind-blowing uni-polar 
accessory made from polished 
medical-grade 316 stainless steel. 
An insulated handle focuses 
stimulation just where you want 
it, allowing you to manipulate the 
probe during wear with ease. 

Includes 3 x sachets of sterile 
lube and 3 x sterile cleansing 
wipes. 130mm long, available in 3 
diameters - 
EM2175 (5mm) 
EM2177 (7mm) 
EM2179 (9mm)

Three sizes now available

Fetish Play
ELECTRACLAMPS UNI-POLAR (2 PACK) EM2171

This pair of uni-polar clamps could liven-up your play. They’re suitable 
for use anywhere below the waist and have an adjustable grip that opens 
up to 20mm when opened fully and 7mm when closed using the adjuster 
screw.  Electrastim ElectraClamps have uni-polar input, with connection 
for both 2mm pins and 4mm banana plugs. Includes 2x Clamps and       
1x Tube of Conductive Gel.
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Go deeper with our range of fl exible internal electrodes. Tadpole and Depth Charge have 
insulated, slimline stems that allow you to reach your deepest internal pleasure zones 
with ease. Suitable for both vaginal and anal use, they’re deliciously adept at prostate 
and G-spot massage.

Flexible

DEPTH CHARGE

The striking “Depth Charge” is an egg-
shaped stimulation electrode with a 
fl exible spring shaft that is manipulated 
with an ergonomic hand grip. The shaft is 
made from non-conductive, low-diameter 
silicone which focuses the deep internal 
sensations exactly where they’re wanted.

The fl exi-shaft allows the probe to 
naturally bend where required and can 
be used for vaginal, anal and prostate 
e-stim.

TADPOLE

This covert egg-shaped electrode can 
be used in the bedroom and beyond. 
Designed with the more adventurous 
lover in mind, Tadpole is comfortable, 
discreet and ideal for public play using 
our Controller stimulator. 

The fl exible grip easily tucks away, so only 
you and your lover will know your naughty 
little secret.

Flexible

TADPOLE

This covert egg-shaped electrode can 
be used in the bedroom and beyond. 
Designed with the more adventurous 
lover in mind, Tadpole is comfortable, 
discreet and ideal for public play using 
our Controller stimulator. 

The fl exible grip easily tucks away, so only 
you and your lover will know your naughty 
little secret.

EM2187

EM2188
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150mm(6”) Insertion Length 
by 30mm(1.2”) Diameter
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WARNING ElectraStim products are intended for use below the waist area. Do NOT use: If 
you suff er from any form of heart condition, over infl amed/swollen/broken skin, if pregnant, 
if you suff er from epilepsy, if you have any penile/vaginal/anal disorders. Cyrex Ltd. will not 
be held responsible or liable for any injury, harm or accident resulting from the use of any 
of its products how so ever caused. Use of Cyrex products implies that you have read the 
instructions prior to use and accept these terms. No medical claims are expressed or implied.

ElectraStim™ Products are Designed by Cyrex Limited
Iss. 20

SAFETY Our stimulation units 
are not medical devices but have 
been designed in accordance with 
European  (EN60601-1) and US 
Safety Requirements for Medical 
Electrical Equipment and comply 
with UKCA, CE, RoHS and WEEE 
directives.

Distributed By:

Electro Conductive Gel 
60ml Tube: Ref. EM2115
This non-greasy electro-conductive gel 
improves the clarity of sensation when using 
external electrodes.

ElectraStim socket to 
3.5mm Male: Ref. EM2208
Convert any e-stim stimulator with a 3.5mm 
socket for use with ElectraStim accessories. 

Extras
Consumables

Sterile Cleansing Wipes: 
pack of 10: Ref. EM2111
Essential when using the urethra probe. 
Single use only.

Stroker Renewing Powder 
80ml: Ref. EM3115 
Prolong the life and the silky softness of your 
Jack Socket stroker inner sleeve with this 
handy renewing powder.

Pjur Aqua Lubricant 
100ml Tube: 
Ref. EM2117-AQ-100
Pjur Aqua Lubricant is a premium water-
based lubricant for use with internal 
electrodes and is not sticky or greasy.

Pjur Back Door Lubricant 
100ml Tube: 
Ref. EM2117-BD-100
Pjur Back Door Lubricant is a top quality 
water-based lubricant that has been 
specially formulated to be thicker and longer 
lasting; making it perfect for anal use. 

Sterile Lubricant 5ml 
Sachet x10. Ref. EM2112 
5ml sachet x 10: Essential when using the 
urethra probe. Single use only, contains 
Chlorhexidine Gluconate.

Penis/Vagina ElectraPads 
15mm x 75mm: Ref. EM2119
This pack of 4 self-adhesive pads are ideal 
for placing along or around the cock or 
across the labia majora due to their slim shape.

Standard ElectraPads 
50mm x 50mm: Ref. EM2118 
Pack of 4 self-adhesive pads which can be 
used several times by the same person.

ElectraStim Replacement 
Cable: Ref. EM2200 
Spare or replacement output cable for use 
with ElectraStim stimulators.

ElectraStim Triphase 
Combiner: Ref. EM2207 
Combine the sensations of two channels into 
three (instead of four) accessories to convert 
a dual output setup to a triphase one. 

Jack Plug Adapter Kit:  
Ref. EM2210 
If you want to use the ElectraStim range 
of accessories with your own stimulator or 
TENS machine and it has a 2.5mm or 3.5mm 
jack socket type connector then you need 
this kit.

2mm to 4mm Banana 
Adapter Kit: Ref. EM2220
If you want to use an ElectraStim stimulator 
with your own accessories which have a 
4mm socket then this kit will convert the 
2mm ElectraStim cable pins to the 4mm 
pin connector. 

4mm Banana Plug to 2mm 
Pin Kit: Ref. EM2221
If your cables terminate with a 4mm banana 
plug and you want to use ElectraStim 
accessories then this is the kit you need.

ElectraStim to 3.5mm 
female: Ref. EM2209
Adapt any toy with a 3.5mm connector for 
use with all ElectraStim stimulators.




